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When We Were Vikings - Andrew David MacDonald 2020-01-28
A heart-swelling debut for fans of The Silver Linings Playbook and The
Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time. Sometimes life isn’t as
simple as heroes and villains. For Zelda, a twenty-one-year-old Viking
enthusiast who lives with her older brother, Gert, life is best lived with
some basic rules: 1. A smile means “thank you for doing something small
that I liked.” 2. Fist bumps and dabs = respect. 3. Strange people are not
appreciated in her home. 4. Tomatoes must go in the middle of the
sandwich and not get the bread wet. 5. Sometimes the most important
things don’t fit on lists. But when Zelda finds out that Gert has resorted
to some questionable—and dangerous—methods to make enough money
to keep them afloat, Zelda decides to launch her own quest. Her mission:
to be legendary. It isn’t long before Zelda finds herself in a battle that
tests the reach of her heroism, her love for her brother, and the depth of
her Viking strength. When We Were Vikings is an uplifting debut about
an unlikely heroine whose journey will leave you wanting to embark on a
quest of your own, because after all... We are all legends of our own
making.
In Search of First Contact - Annette Kolodny 2012-05-29
A radically new interpretation of two medieval Icelandic tales, known as
the Vinland sagas, considering what the they reveal about native
peoples, and how they contribute to the debate about whether Leif
Eiriksson or Christopher Columbus should be credited as the first
"discoverer" of America.
Viking Adventure - Frances Durkin 2020-04-22
When the Histronauts travel back in time to the Viking era they'll need
your help to uncover the secrets of the past. Forage for food, decipher
runes, build beautiful burial boats and hear all about a Viking raid. An
exciting mix of story, facts and activity!
The Viking Great Army and the Making of England - Dawn Hadley
2021-06-22
Featuring the latest scientific techniques and findings, this book is the
definitive account of the Viking Great Army’s journey and how their
presence forever changed England. When the Viking Great Army swept
through England between 865 and 878 CE, the course of English history
was forever changed. The people of the British Isles had become
accustomed to raids for silver and prisoners, but 865 CE saw a
fundamental shift as the Norsemen stayed through winter and became
immersed in the heart of the nation. The Viking army was here to stay.
This critical period for English history led to revolutionary changes in the
fabric of society, creating the growth of towns and industry, transforming
power politics, and ultimately leading to the rise of Alfred the Great and
Wessex as the preeminent kingdom of Anglo-Saxon England. Authors
Dawn Hadley and Julian Richards, specialists in Anglo-Saxon and Viking
Age archaeology, draw on the most up-to-date scientific techniques and
excavations, including their recent research at the Great Army’s camp at
Torksey. Together they unravel the movements of the Great Army across
England like a detective story, while piecing together a new picture of
the Vikings in unimaginable detail. Hadley and Richards unearth the
swords and jewelry the Vikings manufactured, examine how they buried
their great warriors, and which everyday objects they discarded. These
discoveries revolutionized what is known of the size, complexity, and
social make-up of the army. Like all good stories, this one has plenty of
heroes and villains, and features a wide array of vivid illustrations,
including site views, plans, weapons, and hoards. This exciting volume
tells the definitive account of a vital period in Norse and British history
and is a must-have for history and archaeology lovers.
The World of the Vikings - Richard Hall 2013-03-05
“Gives the nonspecialist reader a fascinatingly detailed picture. . . .
Without doubt the most attractively presented study of the Vikings
currently available.” —Historian Here is the complete story of the
Vikings from their origins in Scandinavia during the early first
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millennium AD, through the incredible period of raiding, trading, and
settling known as the Viking Age, to the last surviving Viking settlements
in fifteenth-century Greenland. Following in the footsteps of Viking
merchants, raiders, and emigrants, we track their journeys from the first
documented raid on the island monastery of Lindisfarne in 739 to the
semi-mythical travels of individuals such as Eirik the Red and the
expansive kingdoms of Viking leaders. The book explores Viking life and
culture in detail: their appearances, warfare, targets, crafts, and
weapons, as well as their stunning pattern-welded swords and helmets.
Drawing on the latest discoveries and augmenting textual evidence with
archaeological detail, this is a vivid picture of the Vikings at home and
abroad in an era that laid many of the foundations of the modern world.
The Vikings - Martyn Whittock 2018-06-22
The popular image of the Vikings is of tall red-headed men, raping and
pillaging their way around the coast of Europe, stopping only to ransack
monasteries and burn longships. But the violent Vikings of the 8th
century became the pious Christians of the 11th century, who gave gold
crosses to Christian churches and in whose areas of rule pagan idols
were destroyed and churches were built. So how did this radical
transformation happen, and why? What difference did it make to the
Vikings, and to those around them, and what is their legacy today? This
book takes a "global" look at this key period in Viking history, exploring
all the major areas of Viking settlement. Written to be an accessible and
engaging overview for the general reader.
The World of Vikings - Justin Pollard 2015-11-10
The official companion book to the first three seasons of the hit History
Channel show inspired by a legendary Viking warrior. MGM’s hit show
Vikings on the History Channel has drawn millions of viewers into the
fascinating and bloody world of legendary Norse hero Ragnar Lothbrok,
who led Viking warriors to the British Isles and France. Covering the first
three seasons of the series, this official companion book delves into the
real history as well as the behind-the-scenes stories. Viking historian
Justin Pollard explains shipbuilding and navigation, Norse culture and
religion, and the first encounters between Viking warriors and the kings
of England and France. Interviews with cast and crew reveal the process
of dramatizing this gripping story, from reviving the Old Norse language
to choreographing battle scenes and building ancient temples for human
sacrifice. This ebook is a must for fans of the show and history buffs
alike. VIKINGS © 2015 TM Prods Ltd/T5 Vikings Prods Inc. VIKINGSTM
TM Prods Ltd. Praise for The World of Vikings “A gorgeous companion
book to the hit series . . . The World of Vikings is an excellent piece for
the avid Vikings fan. I highly recommend it.” —Geeks of Doom “This is a
whole new way of learning about Vikings. This book is full of the legends
and the lifestyle, with pictures to boot. It is a great read for any proud
Scandinavian.” —Grand Forks Herald
Laughing Shall I Die - Tom Shippey 2018-05-15
Laughing Shall I Die explores the Viking fascination with scenes of
heroic death. The literature of the Vikings is dominated by famous last
stands, famous last words, death songs, and defiant gestures, all
presented with grim humor. Much of this mindset is markedly alien to
modern sentiment, and academics have accordingly shunned it. And yet,
it is this same worldview that has always powered the popular public
image of the Vikings—with their berserkers, valkyries, and cults of
Valhalla and Ragnarok—and has also been surprisingly corroborated by
archaeological discoveries such as the Ridgeway massacre site in Dorset.
Was it this mindset that powered the sudden eruption of the Vikings onto
the European scene? Was it a belief in heroic death that made them so
lastingly successful against so many bellicose opponents? Weighing the
evidence of sagas and poems against the accounts of the Vikings’ victims,
Tom Shippey considers these questions as he plumbs the complexities of
Viking psychology. Along the way, he recounts many of the great bravura
scenes of Old Norse literature, including the Fall of the House of the
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Skjoldungs, the clash between the two great longships Ironbeard and
Long Serpent, and the death of Thormod the skald. One of the most
exciting books on Vikings for a generation, Laughing Shall I Die presents
Vikings for what they were: not peaceful explorers and traders, but
warriors, marauders, and storytellers.
My European Family - Karin Bojs 2017-03-23
Karin Bojs grew up in a small, broken family. At her mother's funeral she
felt this more keenly than ever. As a science journalist she was eager to
learn more about herself, her family and the interconnectedness of
society. After all, we're all related. And in a sense, we are all family. My
European Family tells the story of Europe and its people through its
genetic legacy, from the first wave of immigration to the present day,
weaving in the latest archaeological findings. Karin goes deep in search
of her genealogy; by having her DNA sequenced she was able to trace
the path of her ancestors back through the Viking and Bronze ages to the
Neolithic and beyond into prehistory, even back to a time when
Neanderthals ran the European show. Travelling to dozens of countries
to follow the story, she learns about early farmers in the Middle East and
flute-playing cavemen in Germany and France, and a whole host of other
fascinating characters. This book looks at genetics from a uniquely panEuropean perspective, with the author meeting dozens of geneticists,
historians and archaeologists in the course of her research. The genes of
this seemingly ordinary modern European woman have a truly
fascinating story to tell, and in many ways it is the true story of Europe.
At a time when politics is pushing nations apart, this book shows that,
ultimately, our genes will always bind us together.
The Life and Times of Erik the Red - Earle Rice Jr. 2019-12-05
Few people recall the name of Eirik Thorvaldsson, who began life in
Jaederen, Norway, around 950. When he was nine years old, his father
killed a manor maybe twoand was forced to flee with his family to
Iceland. Young Eirik grew up in the harsh environs of that wind-swept
isle in the North Atlantic. Harsh lands breed harsh men, and Eirik fit the
mold. Like his father before him, he battled with neighbors and killed
several men in blood feuds. Banished from Iceland for three years, he
sailed west to seek refuge in an unexplored land. After three years in
exile, Eirik returned to Iceland with tales of his discoveries in that new
land to the west. He called it Greenland to entice others to join him
there. Around 985, he sailed west again from Iceland with twenty-five
ships of colonists. History records him as the founder of the first
European settlement in Greenland and the father of Leif Eriksson. People
remember him best as Erik the Red.
Viking Warriors - Sheri Dillard 2015-01-01
Introduces readers to Viking warriors, including their history and famous
battles, uniforms and weapons, and training and tactics.
The Vikings - History Compacted 2019-05-16
Take a journey back in time to witness the dawning of a civilization
forever defined by its ferocious warriors, highly advanced seafaring
technology, and thirst for adventure. The Viking Age! A brief footprint in
the course of history that impacted generations hundreds of years into
the future. You will dive into the depths of Scandinavia to find out what
made the Vikings the most feared group of people in the European
Middle Ages. Experts at warfare and navigating the high seas, the
Vikings were on a mission and would not let anyone stand in their way!
Brutal conquerors they were, but the Vikings were no mere savages. The
Vikings had a unique culture and society that spread much influence
through transcontinental trade and exploration into unknown worlds.
Navigate the Vikings' journey from their first encounters with the
inhabitants of the British Isles to their discoveries of Greenland and
North America. Along the way, meet some of the most famous Vikings to
ever walk the face of the Earth. You will meet the infamous legend
Ragnar Lothbrok whose very existence is shrouded in mystery. Step into
the shoes of the first European explorer to step foot onto the lands of
North America, Leif Erikson. Countless other warriors, kings, and
explorers left their mark that paved the path the world has taken to this
very day. Get your copy now! Relive their journeys through the eyes of a
Viking and discover the makings of this fascinating civilization!
The Genius of the Vikings - Sonya Newland 2019
Which innovative ideas and inventions began with the Vikings? Find out
how the Vikings built their longships and set sail from their homeland,
forging a path across the sea on raiding and trading expeditions.
Discover how their brilliant developments in navigation, transportation,
government, and language still influence the way we live today.
Children of Ash and Elm - Neil Price 2020-08-25
The definitive history of the Vikings -- from arts and culture to politics
and cosmology -- by a distinguished archaeologist with decades of
exploring-the-world-of-the-vikings

expertise The Viking Age -- from 750 to 1050 -- saw an unprecedented
expansion of the Scandinavian peoples into the wider world. As traders
and raiders, explorers and colonists, they ranged from eastern North
America to the Asian steppe. But for centuries, the Vikings have been
seen through the eyes of others, distorted to suit the tastes of medieval
clerics and Elizabethan playwrights, Victorian imperialists, Nazis, and
more. None of these appropriations capture the real Vikings, or the
richness and sophistication of their culture. Based on the latest
archaeological and textual evidence, Children of Ash and Elm tells the
story of the Vikings on their own terms: their politics, their cosmology
and religion, their material world. Known today for a stereotype of
maritime violence, the Vikings exported new ideas, technologies, beliefs,
and practices to the lands they discovered and the peoples they
encountered, and in the process were themselves changed. From Eirík
Bloodaxe, who fought his way to a kingdom, to Gudrid Thorbjarnardóttir,
the most traveled woman in the world, Children of Ash and Elm is the
definitive history of the Vikings and their time.
On the Ocean - Sir Barry Cunliffe 2017-12-15
For humans the sea is, and always has been, an alien environment. Ever
moving and ever changing in mood, it is a place without time, in contrast
to the land which is fixed and scarred by human activity giving it a visible
history. While the land is familiar, even reassuring, the sea is unknown
and threatening. By taking to the sea humans put themselves at its
mercy. It has often been perceived to be an alien power teasing and
cajoling. The sea may give but it takes. Why, then, did humans become
seafarers? Part of the answer is that we are conditioned by our genetics
to be acquisitive animals: we like to acquire rare materials and we are
eager for esoteric knowledge, and society rewards us well for both.
Looking out to sea most will be curious as to what is out there - a
mysterious island perhaps but what lies beyond? Our innate
inquisitiveness drives us to explore. Barry Cunliffe looks at the
development of seafaring on the Mediterranean and the Atlantic, two
contrasting seas — the Mediterranean without a significant tide,
enclosed and soon to become familiar, the Atlantic with its frightening
tidal ranges, an ocean without end. We begin with the Middle
Palaeolithic hunter gatherers in the eastern Mediterranean building
simple vessels to make their remarkable crossing to Crete and we end in
the early years of the sixteenth century with sailors from Spain, Portugal
and England establishing the limits of the ocean from Labrador to
Patagonia. The message is that the contest between humans and the sea
has been a driving force, perhaps the driving force, in human history.
Leif Eriksson - Shannon Knudsen 2005-01-01
As a young man growing up in Greenland, Leif Ericsson had heard
stories about a land to the west across the Atlantic Ocean. One day, he
gathered a crew and set off to explore the land himself. He landed at
three different places, finally settling at Vinland , now Newfoundland,
Canada, for the winter. When he returned home, he became a hero, and
inspired many other Vikings to explore the new world.
Exploring World History through Geography: From the Cradle of
Civilization to A Globalized World - Julie Crea Dunbar 2022-09-29
From the early civilizations of ancient Mesopotamia to our present-day
globalized society, readers will learn how humans interacted—and still
interact—with the environment around them, as well as the
environment's role in not only shaping the society's world view but
enabling the building of socially stratified and successful civilizations.
Not your run-of-the-mill world history tome, this book examines world
history through the closely related discipline of geography. The
civilizations and events represented in the book, while not exhaustive,
were selected to highlight geographic themes and areas of study. Upon
completing the book, readers should have a firm understanding of the
expansive, cross-curricular study of geography—from the study of world
cultures and history to politics to the environment and Earth's physical
processes. In addition, they will have a new understanding of the
relevance of geography to not only human history but contemporary
events, as well as their day-to-day lives. By presenting this history from a
slightly different, geographic point of view, Exploring World History
through Geography will inspire fresh curiosity in the world, both past
and present.
Vikings - Kath Davies 1995
A beginners look at Vikings. Their shipbuilding, trading, homes & crafts.
Col. illus & photos, glossary, index. 32 p. 8-10 yrs.
The Age of the Vikings - Anders Winroth 2016-03-01
A major reassessment of the vikings and their legacy The Vikings
maintain their grip on our imagination, but their image is too often
distorted by myth. It is true that they pillaged, looted, and enslaved. But
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they also settled peacefully and traveled far from their homelands in
swift and sturdy ships to explore. The Age of the Vikings tells the full
story of this exciting period in history. Drawing on a wealth of written,
visual, and archaeological evidence, Anders Winroth captures the
innovation and pure daring of the Vikings without glossing over their
destructive heritage. He not only explains the Viking attacks, but also
looks at Viking endeavors in commerce, politics, discovery, and
colonization, and reveals how Viking arts, literature, and religious
thought evolved in ways unequaled in the rest of Europe. The Age of the
Vikings sheds new light on the complex society, culture, and legacy of
these legendary seafarers.
Leif the Lucky - Ingri D'Aulaire 2014-10-08
"Originally published in 1941 by Doubleday, Doran & Co., Inc."
Catla and the Vikings - Mary Nelson 2012
In the year 1066, when Vikings burn her village and imprison her family,
a thirteen-year-old Anglo-Saxon girl named Catla flees to the nearest
village to warn them and help them come up with a plan to save both
their villages.
Eye Wonder: Vikings - DK 2016-05-19
Who were the Vikings? Were they fearsome warriors or pioneering
explorers? Step back in time and discover the Norsemen of northern
Europe with Eye Wonder: Vikings. Discover the legacies the Vikings left
behind, from exciting legends to their epic voyages. Learn about the
gods, such as Odin and Thor, as well as writing with runes, plus the
legends and beliefs, weapons and warriors, and trade and travel of these
rulers of the sea. A precursor to DK's award-winning Eyewitness series,
Eye Wonder was specially developed for children aged 5+, featuring
astonishing photography exhibiting subjects within their natural setting
and offering a whole new level of information through powerful images.
Learn about science, history, and the natural world through beautiful
photography and lively, age-appropriate text. The Eye Wonder series
organizes information in a way that's easy to search, easy to read, and
easy to learn.
The Viking Heart - Arthur Herman 2021
From a New York Times best-selling historian and Pulitzer Prize finalist,
a sweeping epic of how the Vikings and their descendants have shaped
history and America
Through the Eyes of the Vikings - Robert B. Haas 2010
In a stunning, full-color visual argument for protecting the environment,
the photographer behind Through the Eyes of Gods: An Aerial Vision of
Africa trains his lenses on the landforms, wildlife and manmade objects
of the Arctic regions, capturing the dramatic and surprising diversity of
brilliant colors and unexpected subjects.
Vikings - Therese M. Shea 2017-01-01

Viking Tales: The Eye of the Viking God - Terry Deary 2017-10-05
From the bestselling author of Horrible Histories... Norway, 793 AD.
Fleece was snatched by Viking warriors when she was a young girl. Now
she must work for a bullying farmer and his family, looking after their
sheep. She longs to return to the country where she was born, but how
will she ever make that journey back across the sea? Terry Deary's
Viking Tales explore the world and mythology of the Vikings through the
eyes of children who could have lived at the time. These stories feature
real people from history and take place in some of the most recognizable
Viking settings. This new edition features notes for the reader to help
extend learning and exploration of the historical period. Book band:
Brown Ideal for ages 7+ Quizzed for Accelerated Reader
On the Ocean - Barry W. Cunliffe 2017
For humans the sea is, and always has been, an alien environment. Ever
moving and ever changing in mood, it is a place without time, in contrast
to the land which is fixed and scarred by human activity giving it a visible
history. While the land is familiar, even reassuring, the sea is unknown
and threatening. By taking to the sea humans put themselves at its
mercy. It has often been perceived to be an alien power teasing and
cajoling. The sea may give but it takes. Why, then, did humans become
seafarers? Part of the answer is that we are conditioned by our genetics
to be acquisitive animals: we like to acquire rare materials and we are
eager for esoteric knowledge, and society rewards us well for both.
Looking out to sea most will be curious as to what is out there--a
mysterious island perhaps but what lies beyond? Our innate
inquisitiveness drives us to explore. Barry Cunliffe looks at the
development of seafaring on the Mediterranean and the Atlantic, two
contrasting seas-- the Mediterranean without a significant tide, enclosed
and soon to become familiar, the Atlantic with its frightening tidal
ranges, an ocean without end. We begin with the Middle Palaeolithic
hunter gatherers in the eastern Mediterranean building simple vessels to
make their remarkable crossing to Crete and we end in the early years of
the sixteenth century with sailors from Spain, Portugal and England
establishing the limits of the ocean from Labrador to Patagonia. The
message is that the contest between humans and the sea has been a
driving force, perhaps the driving force, in human history.
Exploring the Vikings - John Malam 2003
New in paperback, Remains to be Seen is a fascinating series which
looks at the past through the archeological evidence that remains today.
Exploring the Vikings looks at who the Vikings were, at their world and
how they spent their time, as well as their travels, their voyages of
discovery and their rituals and religion. There are fact boxes which
highlight key facts and the text is supported by a wonderful array of
photographs and maps. Exploring the Vikings also features a time-line, a
glossary and a full index.
The Vikings and Their Enemies - Philip Line 2015-06-02
A fresh account of some of history's greatest warriors. The Vikings had
an extraordinary and far-reaching historical impact. From the eighth to
the eleventh centuries, they ranged across Europe—raiding, exploring,
colonizing—and their presence was felt as far away as Russia and
Byzantium. They are most famous as warriors, yet perhaps their talent
for warfare is too little understood. Philip Line, in this scholarly and
highly readable study of the Viking age, uses original documentary
sources—the chronicles, sagas, and poetry—and the latest archaeological
evidence to describe how the Vikings and their enemies in northern
Europe organized for war. His graphic examination gives an up-to-date
interpretation of the Vikings’ approach to violence and their fighting
methods that will be fascinating reading for anyone who is keen to
understand how they operated and achieved so much in medieval
Europe. He explores the practicalities of waging war in the Viking age,
including compelling accounts of the nature of campaigns and raids, and
detailed accounts of Viking-age battles on land and sea, using all the
available evidence to give an insight into the experience of combat.
Throughout this fascinating book, Philip Line seeks to dispel common
myths about the Vikings and misconceptions about their approach to
warfare. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history--books
about World War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and his henchmen, the JFK
assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the American
Revolution, gladiators, Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old
West, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New
York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books
on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work
might not otherwise find a home.
Who Were the Vikings? - Phil Roxbee Cox 2002-01-30

The World in the Viking Age - Soren M. Sindbaek 2014-04-28
The Viking Age was ignited by the art of building seaworthy sailing ships
and the skills to sail them on the open sea. The growth in seafaring,
trade, piracy, and exploration that began to gather momentum during
the 8th century CE was not limited to Europe's northern seas, however.
Ships, laden with cargo and with seafarers who met foreign cultures,
created unexpected connections between people from the Arctic Circle to
the oceans south of the equator.Travel accounts have handed down
glimpses of these voyages to the present day. However, it is
archaeological discoveries in particular which uncover the story of
Viking-Age seafaring and voyages of exploration. The World in the Viking
Age reveals a global history concerning ships, people and objects on the
move. It is a story that challenges entrenched ideas about the past and
present, and the skills and opportunities of previous generations.
Sir Cumference and the Viking's Map - Cindy Neuschwander 2013-11-14
For fans of the Sir Cumference series with coordinate geometry on their
mind, here is the seventh installment in this fun look at math and
language. While riding through the forests of Angleland, cousins Per and
Radius realize they are lost and are desperate for a map to guide them
home. Soon they come across a mysterious house in the hills. Inside they
find a map to a treasure belonging to Xaxon Yellowbearyd, the fiercest
Viking warrior of his time. Per and Radius must decode the strange
numbered grid on the map, while trying to steer clear of the pack of
bungling bandits who are on their tail. Will they find the treasure in
time? Cindy Neuschwander delivers yet another intriguing math
adventure featuring the well-known characters of Angleland. Readers
will enjoy following Per and Radius in their quest while learning how
coordinate geometry relates to everyday life. Wayne Geehan’s beautiful
illustrations offer a bit of comic relief, while also clearly demonstrating
the concepts explored in the story.
exploring-the-world-of-the-vikings
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Gives answers to the first questions children ask about history, provoking
comparison with life as they know it today. Colorful illustrations and
well-researched text take readers back in time.
Viking Legacy - Torgrim Titlestad 2018-05-26
More than marauders and bloodthirsty conquerors, the Vikings were
builders of a civilization which influence may still be seen in the modern
world. The Viking Age is arguably one of the most fascinating epochs in
history, and in this book, a new narrative is presented based on Viking
history as it is told in the Norse Sagas. Viking Legacy represents a new
generation of books exploring the Viking Age. By integrating the Saga
literature with other sources, a more complete picture emerges of this
increasingly popular era, and a civilization that would change the course
of history. Torgrim Titlestad, professor, dr.philos. is one of Norway’s
foremost experts and most prolific authors on the Viking Age and Saga
history. He is the recipient of the Saga Award (2016) and was appointed
Knight of the Order of the Falcon (2017) by Iceland’s President, Guðni
Th. Jóhannesson, for his work with the Norse sagas, especially Tormod
Torfæus’ Magnum Opus Historia Rerum Norvegicarum and the Icelandic
saga treasure Flateyjarbók.
Valkyrie - Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir 2020-04-02
Valkyries: the female supernatural beings that choose who dies and who
lives on the battlefield. They protect some, but guide spears, arrows and
sword blades into the bodies of others. Viking myths about valkyries
attempt to elevate the banality of war – to make the pain and suffering,
the lost limbs and deformities, the piles of lifeless bodies of young men,
glorious and worthwhile. Rather than their death being futile, it is their
destiny and good fortune, determined by divine beings. The women in
these stories take full part in the power struggles and upheavals in their
communities, for better or worse. Drawing on the latest historical and
archaeological evidence, Valkyrie introduces readers to the dramatic and
fascinating texts recorded in medieval Iceland, a culture able to imagine
women in all kinds of roles carrying power, not just in this world, but
pulling the strings in the other-world, too. In the process, this fascinating
book uncovers the reality behind the myths and legends to reveal the
dynamic, diverse lives of Viking women.
The World of the Vikings - Richard Andrew Hall 2007
Explores the Viking ways with photographs, reconstruction of Vicking
ways, maps, antiquites, and history.
Guts & Glory: The Vikings - Ben Thompson 2015-06-09
History comes alive for kids like no textbook can in this epic account of
the time of the Vikings that's perfect for history buffs and reluctant
readers! Contains awesome illustrations! From battle-axe-wielding tribes
plundering the greatest cities of Europe to powerful kings and queens
ruling their dominions with iron fists, the Vikings were some of the most
feared and fearless figures in European history. Find the bravest heroes,
the most menacing villains, and unbelievably awesome facts and myths
inside this action-packed overview that will amaze kids with tales of a
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people so incredible...it's hard to believe they were real. History buff and
popular blogger Ben Thompson's lively storytelling style brings the
Vikings back to life in this second book in the exhilarating Guts & Glory
series!
A Companion to the Early Middle Ages - Pauline Stafford 2012-12-26
Drawing on 28 original essays, A Companion to the Early Middle Ages
takes an inclusive approach to the history of Britain and Ireland from
c.500 to c.1100 to overcome artificial distinctions of modern national
boundaries. A collaborative history from leading scholars, covering the
key debates and issues Surveys the building blocks of political society,
and considers whether there were fundamental differences across
Britain and Ireland Considers potential factors for change, including the
economy, Christianisation, and the Vikings
Ivory Vikings - Nancy Marie Brown 2015-09
In the early 1800s, on a Hebridean beach in Scotland, the sea exposed an
ancient treasure cache: 93 chessmen carved from walrus ivory. Norse
netsuke, each face individual, each full of quirks, the Lewis Chessmen
are probably the most famous chess pieces in the world. Harry played
Wizard's Chess with them in Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone.
Housed at the British Museum, they are among its most visited and
beloved objects.Questions abounded: Who carved them? Where? Ivory
Vikings explores these mysteries by connecting medieval Icelandic sagas
with modern archaeology, art history, forensics, and the history of board
games. In the process, Ivory Vikings presents a vivid history of the 400
years when the Vikings ruled the North Atlantic, and the sea-road
connected countries and islands we think of as far apart and culturally
distinct: Norway and Scotland, Ireland and Iceland, and Greenland and
North America. The story of the Lewis chessmen explains the economic
lure behind the Viking voyages to the west in the 800s and 900s. And
finally, it brings from the shadows an extraordinarily talented woman
artist of the twelfth century: Margret the Adroit of Iceland.
Song of the Vikings - Nancy Marie Brown 2012-10-30
Much like Greek and Roman mythology, Norse myths are still with us.
Famous storytellers from JRR Tolkien to Neil Gaiman have drawn their
inspiration from the long-haired, mead-drinking, marauding and pillaging
Vikings. Their creator is a thirteenth-century Icelandic chieftain by the
name of Snorri Sturluson. Like Homer, Snorri was a bard, writing down
and embellishing the folklore and pagan legends of medieval
Scandinavia. Unlike Homer, Snorri was a man of the world—a wily
political power player, one of the richest men in Iceland who came close
to ruling it, and even closer to betraying it... In Song of the Vikings,
award-winning author Nancy Marie Brown brings Snorri Sturluson's
story to life in a richly textured narrative that draws on newly available
sources.
Exploring the World of the Vikings with Elaine Landau - Elaine Landau
2005
Discusses what life was like for the Vikings, including what they ate,
wore, celebrated, and discovered.
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